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The conditions for existence of weakly decaying spin waves in an electron fluid with an anisotropic 
Fermi surface are found for a simple model which takes into account interelectron correlations. 

THE discovery of spin waves in nonferromagnetic 
metals,[l,a] which was predicted by the theory of de
generate electron fluid, [sJ raised the problem of the 
construction of a theory of waves in a Fermi liquid 
which takes into account the anisotro11y of the Fermi 
surface of the conduction electrons. [4 ] In the present 
communication, we have set as our aim the elucidation 
of the condition for the existence of weakly decaying 
spin waves which are determined by the anisotropies 
of the Fermi surface. In this connection, we take the 
simplest model for account of the interelectron corre
lations, which allows us to separate the role of the ef
fect of Fermi-liquid interaction and the effect of the 
anisotropy of the Fermi surface. That is, we assume 
that the spin part of the enerw of the electron in a 
Fermi liquid has the form [s,a 

lle2(P)=-floB+~ dp'1jl6a(p'), (1) 

where B is the magnetic induction, IJ.o the magnetic 
moment of the electron, l>a the increase in the spin 
density in phase space and, finally, lJ! is a constant 
which characterizes the correlation of the electrons. 
The assumption on the independence of lJ! of the mo
mentum is the essential simplification which makes it 
possible to go comparatively far in the analysis of the 
possibility of propagation of the spin waves. At the 
same time, we can suppose that the approximation (1) 
correctly takes into account the qualitative effect of 
the production of spin waves, although the description 
of certain quantitative effects here can be shown to be 
incomplete. 

Before we consider the oscillations of the magneti
zation of the electron fluid, we note that in a constant 
and homogeneous magnetic field Ho, in correspondence 
with (1), the spin density of the equilibrium state has 
the form 

a to 
a= -v---a;-Ho. (2) 

Here fo(E) is the Fermi distribution and 
ato 2 
-a;=- (2nfi)36(e-eo), (3) 

and, finally, 

Y = flo/(1 + li), (4) 

where 
21jl ) dS 

~= (2nli) 3 v· (5) 

In Eq. (5), the integration is carried out over the Fermi 
surface, while v is the velocity of the electron. 

According to (2), the static paramagnetic suscepti-

bility x of the electron fluid has the form[al 

1 dS 2 (6) 
X= floY J --; (2nli)a· 

Using Eq. (2), which describes the equilibrium state of 
the electron fluid in a constant magnetic field, we can 
consider small oscillations of the spin density in phase 
space. In accord with the existing experimental situa
tion, we take 60" perpendicular to the direction of the 
constant field Ho. Then the kinetic equation for the 
spin density can be written in the form[a] 

a6a ( iJ e a ) ( ato ) --+ v-+-[vHo]- \lla--111!2 
iJt iJr c ap iJe (7)* 

2y [ iJfo J ( 1 1 )( afo ) -h Ho,lla-~a;/je2 =- -;r+~, lla-a;6e2 

+ !_a to [ 1 dp ato ]-' 1 dp( 1\a _ aJo 1\e,). 
1: iJe J iJe J ae 

Here we must use Eq. (1) for I>Ea, in which we employ 
in place of B the variable magnetic induction b. Fur
thermore, e is the negative change of the electron, T 

the characteristic relaxation time of the momentum of 
the electron, and Ta the time for spin transfer. We 
shall be interested in the case of infrequent collections, 
which justifies the use of the model collision integral 
on the right side of the kinetic equation (7). 

Solving Eq. (7), we can find the nonequilibrium 
density of magnetization of the electron fluid: 

m(r,t)= flo~ dp.Sa(p,r,t). (8) 

Orienting the z axis along the magnetic field and de
noting Ill± = mx ::i: imy, b± = bx ± iby, after simple cal-
culations, we find X± 

m± = b± 1 + 4nx± ' 

where the high frequency magnetic susceptibility has 
the form 

(9) 

k) ,--.,.,.--1,.---+( 1-:+~1.._/--:,w-r,..!-)_..,X:-:---:-:--.,---= ( 10) x(w =x---~-
' 1- W(i + ~)+ i/w-r]X -4nx[1-(1 + i/w-r)X] 

and 
dq;' 

. <P' • • 

Xexp { ~ ~ dq;" [ w ±no+ ~ + -r: - kv('Jl") ]}. (11) 
~ 

Here Oo = 2yHo/ti = 2J.J.oHo/li( 1 + {3) = ws/( 1 + {3), Ws 
is the Bloch frequency of spin resonance, 0 the cy
clotron frequency of the gyroscopic rotation of the 
electron, determined by the formula 

* [ vH0 I = v x H0 . 

eH0 (as)-' Q=2n-- <0, 
c . iJe 

(12) 
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where S = S ( E, Pz) is the cross sectional area of the 
surface E ( p) = Eo in the plane p · Ho = pzHo = const, 
which represents the trajectory of the electron in the 
momentum space. Finally, cp is the angle determining 
the position of the electron on its trajectory; it 
changes from zero to 21T, assuming that the trajectory 
is closed;[?] in this case, in particular, 

dpy eH0 ( ) 
-=-Vx. 13 
d<p cQ 

The dispersion equation of spin waves corresponds to 
the vanishing of the high frequency magnetic suscepti
bility: [G] 

Jl±(w,k) =1-t-4nx±(w,k) =0. (14) 

Therefore, the spectrum of the spin waves is deter
mined by the relation 

( ~ . 
1 = 1--+_!__) X(w,k). + ~ WT 

(15) 

Considering the consequences following from this 
dispersion relation, we return first to the case of long 
waves, much longer than the radius of the gyroscopic 
rotation of the electron, when the right side of Eq. (15) 
can be expanded in a power series in the wave vector. 
With accuracy up to terms of order k'\ we have 

i ( 1 -t- ~ \ [ 1 dS ]-1 w±w,-t--=-2w ~+i---1 J-
T2 WT J V (16) 

X~ dS ~ lkvn(e,p,) 1• 
V n~-oon2Q2 (e,p,)-(w±Q0 -t-i/-r+i/T2) 2 ' 

where we use the expansion 
+oo 

v(e,p,<p)= ~ Vn(e,p,)e'"•. (17) 

for the electron velocity vector. For an anisotropic 
Fermi surface, this series is generally infinite. In the 
vicinity of the usual spin resonance, Eq. (16) gives 

i ( 1 + ~ ) [ 1 dS ]-1 w = + w,--±2w, ~+i--- J-
T2 W 8't V 

X~ dS +~ _ lkv.(:--:e,-'-p,-'-)-'-=12c---:--:c-
v ,~_.!!2~l 2 (e,p,)- w,"[~/(1 + ~)± iv/w,]• · 

Here we have used the notation v = 1/T + 1/T2 • It is 
obvious that the spin waves, which occur near the 
ordinary spin resonance w = ws can be shown to be 
weakly damped only for 

w., ~ 1/t (~1/r2). 

(18) 

(19) 

Under such conditions of the smallness of the effects 
of collisions, Eq. (18) has the form ( w > 0) 

"[ 1 dSJ-1 1 as+oo lkvn(e,p,) 1• 
w =' Ws- 2w,~(1 + ~)" J-;;- J ~~oon•g•(e,p,) (1 + M•- ~•w;. 

In order that collision-free Landau damping not (20) 
take place, the following conditions must be satisfied 
(see [a]) 

w ±go= ng(e, p,). (21) 

It is evident that such a requirement always holds when 
the absolute value of the left side of the inequality (21) 
is less than the smallest value of the cyclotron fre
quency 

I W ± go I < gminimorum· (22) 

In the opposite case, thanks to the dependence of the 

cyclotron frequency on pz, the damping decrement of 
the spin waves that is characteristic for the aniso
tropic Fermi surface [according to Eq. (20)] is 
generally comparable with the difference in the fre
quencies of the spin wave and the frequency of the 
electron spin resonance. On the other hand, as also 
follows from Eq. (20), even if the equality (31) is al
lowed, collision-free damping can be comparatively 
small for comparatively small {3 and in such direc
tions of propagation of the spin wave for which the 
quantity 

) dS 
-lkvo(e,p,) j2 

' v 
(23) 

does not become small. 
A definite simplification of the general theory oc

curs for the case of propagation of spin waves trans
verse to a constant field. By orienting the x axis 
along the wave vector k, and taking the relation (13) 
into account, we can describe Eq. (11) in the form 

X(w,k)=-[ ~ dp,]-1) dp,~ (24) 
•~•. g •~'" g 2ng 

X [1- exv{2ni ((t) ~go+ ~T -t- g~J}r 
2n 

X sd<pexp{-iw±go'l'-t-(-1-+-1-)<P+ ike Pu('!')} 
o g Q,; gT2 eHo 

'12" , { .w ±go , ( 1 1 ike x J d<p exp t--q:- -+--)<p'--py(<p')}. 
• g g,; Q-r2 eH0 

Equation (24) in the case of an anisotopic Fermi sur
face possesses resonance properties for 

(25) 
where nextr represents the extremal values of n as 
a function of Pz (Omax or Omin) on the Fermi sur
face, i.e., for d p) = Eo. Leaving only the resonance 
part of Eq. (24) in the vicinity of the resonance (2 5), 
we can write down the following dispersion relation, 
which determines the spectrum of the spin waves: 

1 = f_~_ + ~) r I m· dp,]-' I m* dp,w 
\ 1 1 +~ w• L J ,2"'w ±g0 -ng(p,)-t-1i/•+i/-r2 

1 ·r { w + g. 1 1 1 ) tke 1 X-_1 d<pexp -i--=--<p-t-1---t-- '1'+--Pu('!')f 
2n ~ Q \g,; g,. eHo 

1 (-" { w ± go , ( 1 1 ) , ike , 1 
><2:rt.1d<p'exp i-g-<p- g,+Q-r~ <p-eHoPu(<p)J-;26) 

0 

Here m* = eH0 / en is the effective mass of the elec
tron on the Fermi surface corresponding to the given 
value of Pz· 

The spin waves, according to Eq. (26), can be 
weakly damped if 

1 1 1 w ± g.- ngextr I~-+-. 
'f T2 

(27) 

Neglecting collisions in such a limit, we can write Eq. 
(26) in the form 

1 [I • J-11 • wlwn(Pz)l2 (28) 
1 + (3 = J m dp, J m dp, w ± Qo _ nQ (p,) , 

where 

1 "' { ike 1 
Wn (p,) = 211 ~ d<p exp in<p - -;n; Pu ( <p, p,) f. (29) 

In the case of an isotropic Fermi surface, the cyclo
tron frequency n does not depend on pz, which allows 
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us to obtain Eqs. (2.42)-(4.15) of the Appendix from 
the dispersion equation (28) of the book of Akhiezer, 
Bar'yakhtar, and Peletminski'i[sJ. 

Proceeding to consideration of the consequences 
which follow from the dispersion equation (28) for the 
case of essentially nonisotropic Fermi surface, we 
first note that for long waves this dispersion equation 
can be used only for small values of {3. It is further 
necessary to emphasize that the sign of f3 determines 
the region of frequencies in which the dispersion equa
tion (28) has solutions. Thus, for f3 > 0 or correspond
ingly 1 ±no/ w > o, we have I w ±no I > In II n I max• 
while for 1 ±no/ w < o, we have I w ± no I < In II n I min. 
On the other hand, for f3 < 0 or for 1 ±no/ w < 0, we 
have lw±r2ol >lnllnlmax while for 1±no/w>O 
we have I w ±no I< I nil n I min· These relations de
termine the limiting values of the spin wave frequen
cies which are characteristic for the short-wave por
tion of the spectrum and for arbitrary values of {3, 
which do not violate the condition of the stability of the 
ground state ( f3 > - 1 ) . 

In the limit of wavelengths less than the Larmor 
radius of the electron, we can write down the following 
asymptotic expression for wn: 

VIQI-"' { ike n , 
Wn(Pz)= Z~k LJiv/(<:p;)l-'izexp inrr;--H-p,(q;;)+i/.signv/(rpi)f'• 

·~ . e o -1 

J (30) 
where v~ = &vx/ Bq;, while <Pj are the points at which 
Vx ( <Pj ) = 0. By assuming that there are two such 
points: <Pmax and <Pmin, corresponding to the maxi
mum ( Py max) and minimum ( Py min) values of the 
projection of the momentum of the electron on the y 
axis, we have 

lw,(p,) 12=JE1{ __ 1 __ + 1 
nk 2\vx'(q;max) 1 2lvx'(fJlmin) I (31) 

, cos [nfJl (p,) + kD (p,) + n/2] I 
-r I ux' ( qJmax) vx'~-~-,;,-

Here 

(j) (p,) = (j)max - 'fmin, D (p,) = c[p, max - Py min]/\ e \ Ho. 

In the case n = 0, Eq. (28) obviously has the follow
ing solution: 

w=+Qo{1- 1_~B[ ~ m•dp,r ~ m'dp,jw0 (p,)l'}. (32) 
f'=fo 

Keeping Eq. (31) in mind, we can show that in the limit 
of short waves, the frequency of the spin wave tends 
toward no for n = 0. 

For n f 0, the extremal values of the cyclotron 
frequency play an important role. Here, we have used 
the results of the work of Kaner and Skobov[BJ as a 
control; in that case, the integral, similar to that ap
pearing on the right side of our dispersion equation 
(2 8), was studied in application to the problem of cy
clotron waves in an electron gas. We turn to the case 
of a central cross section ( pz = 0), in which the 
cyclotron frequency, which is an even function of pz, 
takes on an extremal value. Also, D ( Pz) reaches an 
extremum on the central cross section. In the vicinity 
of the central cross section, Eq. (31) takes the form 
(see [BJ) 

\wn(p,)\ 2 = -"·\ \,QI_)_\ {1-;;in[kD(p,)+nn]}. (33) 
~1.-Ji; Vx ( Cflmax 

Then, under the assumption of the inequalities 

\kD"\~ nQ~xtc > 0 (34) 
nQextr- ( (J) ± ~~.) 

the dispersion equation (28) can be written in the form 

1 l'2\m*Q\ [ nQ~xtc ]';, 
1+-=- (35) 

B 'I '\ (' *d nQ_,,,-(w±Qo) 
tC Vx J m Pz 

nQextc + Qo 
X n~l" {1-sin[kD+nn]}. 

extr 

Here the inequality 

Bn [nQ'"'' + Qo] Q:xtc < 0, (36) 
should be satisfied; this determines the distribution of 
the spectra of spin waves about the extremal values of 
the cyclotron frequencies. 

The dispersion equation (35) evidently yields 

_ { 2~2 ( 'eHo)2 nQextc + Qo 
W = (n~lextc -t- Qo) 1-{:i + B)2\ -;k- nQ" 

extr 

X [1-sin(kD+nn)]'} 

(vx'~ m·a0 . (37) 

The identical satisfaction of the right side of the in
equality (34) then follows, in particular, and also the 
possibility of satisfaction of the left side of this in
equality in the short-wave limit. Account of the in
equality (36) allows us to write down the solution (37) 
in the form of two expressions: 

az 
w = + Qo + n\Q\max--- -[1- sin(kD + nn))2 wBn > 0. (38) 

n(kD)2 

a' 
w = + Q0 +n\Q\min +-D-[1- sin(kD-ltn)]', wBn < 0, (39) 

n(k ) 2 

where a 2 ~In I {3 2 ( 1 + {3) 2 • Equation (38) holds when 
the cyclotron frequency is maximal on the central 
cross section, while Eq. (39) holds for a minimum 
value of the cyclotron frequency. 

We note that if the positions of the extrema D and 
n are not identical, then the relative amplitude of 
oscillations of the frequency of the spin wave as a 
function of the wave number is less than unity (cf.lBl ). 

The limitation of our consideration to the short
wave limit leads to the result that the same frequency 
no appears in different resonances. A later, more 
general theory of an anisotropic electron fluid should, 
in particular, solve the problem of the spectrum of 
such frequencies which, as may be thought, differ 
somewhat from one another. 
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